It has recently become possible to encode the quantum state of superconducting qubits and the position of nanomechanical oscillators into the states of microwave fields 1,2 . However, to make an ideal measurement of the state of a qubit, or to detect the position of a mechanical oscillator with quantum-limited sensitivity requires an amplifier that adds no noise. If an amplifier adds less than half a quantum of noise, it can also squeeze the quantum noise of the electromagnetic vacuum. Highly squeezed states of the vacuum serve as an important quantum information resource. They can be used to generate entanglement or to realize back-action-evading measurements of position 3,4 . Here we introduce a general purpose parametric device, which operates in a frequency band between 4 and 8 GHz. It is a subquantum-limited microwave amplifier, it amplifies quantum noise above the added noise of commercial amplifiers, and it squeezes quantum fluctuations by 10 dB.
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With the emergence of quantum information processing with electrical circuits, there is a renewed interest in Josephson parametric devices 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 . Previous work with Josephson parametric amplifiers demonstrated that they can operate with subquantum-limited added noise and modestly squeeze vacuum noise 10, 11, 12, 13, 14 . Earlier realizations of Josephson parametric amplifiers (JPAs) were only capable of amplifying signals in a narrow frequency range,
were not operated with large enough gain to make the noise of the following, conventional amplifier negligible or were too lossy to be subquantum limited 5 . For related reasons, the degree of squeezing of the vacuum noise was never larger than 3 dB. We create a new type of parametric amplifier in which we embed a tunable, low-loss, and nonlinear metamaterial in a microwave cavity. The tunability of the metamaterial allows us to adjust the amplified band between 4 and 8 GHz, and the cavity isolates the gain medium from low-frequency noise, providing the stability required to achieve high gains and large squeezing.
A single mode of a microwave field with angular frequency ω can be decomposed in two orthogonal components, referred to as quadratureŝ 1a ). In addition to being flux-tunable, the phase velocity depends on the intensity of the fields propagating in this nonlinear metamaterial 14 . (The tunability and nonlinearity of this metamaterial were studied in a preliminary device, fabricated from aluminum, which was too lossy to be subquantum limited or to create highly squeezed states 5 .) We define the cavity by interrupting the center conductor with two capacitors. One capacitor is larger than the other, creating a strongly coupled port and a weakly coupled port.
We operate the parametric amplifier by injecting an intense pump tone into the weakly coupled port at a frequency close to the cavity's half-wave resonance. Through the intensitydependant phase velocity, the pump causes the cavity's resonance frequency to vary at twice the pump's frequency providing parametric gain. A signal incident on the strongly coupled port is reflected and will be amplified if it is in phase with the pump but deamplified if it is 90 degrees out of phase with the pump. Signals exiting port 2 are further amplified by a chain of commercial amplifiers. We resolve the components of the amplified signal that are in phase I and 90 degrees out of phase Q by mixing the signal with a phase reference called the local oscillator (LO). Because the LO is derived from the same generator that produces the pump, I and Q are simply related to the quadrature componentsX 1 andX 2 of the microwave field exiting port 2. They are related by I = A(X 1 cos θ −X 2 sin θ + ξ I (t)) and
, where A is the total gain of the commercial amplifiers and mixer, θ is the phase between the pump and the LO, and ξ I and ξ Q are random variables.
Both random variables have a power spectral density N A , where N A is the noise number
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of the commercial amplifier chain expressed as noise added at the input of the HEMT (see Methods).
Before operating the device as a parametric amplifier, we first characterize its linear behaviour. In Fig. 2a , we measure the cavity's response both by measuring the reflectance of a signal on port 2 and the transmittance from port 1 to port 2 as functions of frequency.
The powers used are low enough so that the cavity's response is still linear. From this measurement we can extract the cavity's resonance frequency f res , the rates γ c1 and γ c2 at which the cavity loses power through both ports as well as through internal loss processes γ i (Fig. 2a) . When operating as a parametric amplifier, the center of the amplified band will be close to f res , and the unity gain signal bandwidth will be approximately
By applying magnetic flux we can move the center of the amplified band over a large range of frequencies (Fig. 2b) .
After characterizing the linear response of the device, we operated it as an amplifier. In previous work, we studied the dependence of the parametric gain on the pump power and pump frequency in our first realization of this metamaterial 5 , finding good agreement with the theory in ref. 6 . Here we study the JPA's added noise as a function of the cavity's resonance frequency and the total noise of the amplifier chain as a function of the JPA gain. By switching between two calibrated noise sources (Fig. 1a) , we can change the incident noise on the JPA. The change in noise power at the output of the mixer allows us to measure the noise N JPA added by the JPA, the JPA gain √ G, the total added noise of both the JPA and the commercial amplifier chain N tot (i.e., the total noise referred to the input of the JPA), and the total gain √ GA. The calibrated noise sources are derived 
where T R = T c = 15 mK or T R = T h = 4.1 K depending on the position of the switch shown in Fig. 1a . The first term in equation (1) is the quantum noise while the second and third terms are the thermal noise which is small compared to the quantum noise at T R = T c .
Most of the noise incident on the JPA is N(T R ), but a small amount comes from the coupled port of the directional coupler (see Methods). By selecting θ = 0, the amplified quadrature appears at the I port of the mixer (Fig. 3a) . We measure the ratio Y of the noise power (Fig. 4a) . As we increase the JPA gain, we observe an increase in the noise squeezing up to G = 16 dB (Fig. 4b ). For G < 16 dB the squeezing we observe is consistent with the expected behaviour from a model of parametric amplification that includes loss in the JPA but no other imperfections 6 . However, for G > 16 dB we observe less than the predicted squeezing probably due to the instability in the phase acquired by the pump as it passes through the cryostat in the several minutes required to complete one measurement.
Finally, to illustrate the JPA's unequal effect on the noise of the two quadratures, we define a quantity η(θ) = (∆X 2 Q ) pump on /(∆X 2 Q ) pump off . In Fig. 4c , we plot η(θ) demonstrating that the fluctuations at the output of the JPA are indeed squeezed along the axis defined by the pump (Fig. 3a) .
The measurement of the squeezed state would have proceeded much more rapidly if we had used a subquantum limited amplifier, such as a second JPA, instead of a HEMT amplifier. For most measurements, the low added noise of the JPA is helpful, but for some measurements it is crucial. For example, to fully characterize the quantum state of non-Gaussian states, such as the Fock states generated by superconducting qubits 2 , a subquantum limited amplifier is a necessity 21 . In addition to characterizing non-Gaussian states of microwave fields, the JPA is also well suited to amplifying the signal generated by a nanomechanical beam moving in a microwave cavity 1 , enabling a quantum-limited measurement of position. The tunability of the amplifier demonstrated here also makes it well suited to use with the increasingly popular frequency-division-multiplexed microwave circuits 1,22,23 when simultaneous measurement of all frequency channels is not required.
Methods
Devices are fabricated at NIST Boulder using a standard Nb/AlOx/Nb trilayer process 24 , modified by eliminating the shunt resistor layer and minimizing deposited oxides 23 . The device studied here was coprocessed with 10 other devices used for dc characterization. 
